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Abstract 
 Project studies to prepare travel route. Wang Nam Kheo Nakhon Ratchasima Prepared to 

increase its distribution channels. Routes within Thailand (Domestic) I Dream Journey to the 

company and to explore the area. Information on tourist routes in the area. Wang Nam 

KheoTravel to prepare them to meet the needs of tourists. 

 Wang Nam Kheo is a district of the southern province of Nakhon Ratchasima. Ozone is a 

place that has ranked first in seven of the world that has a nickname. "Switzerland of the East", 

the source of the Wang Nam Kheo. Derived from the terrain here, because the area in this region 

has the palace crystal clear water spectacular natural streams that enter and see the reflection of 

green trees, therefore, known as the Wang Nam Kheo  is green is the place. Travel with ozone 

ranked first in seven of the world. During winter, dense fog, perfect for eco-tourism. Is very much 

due to the abundance of forests and climate suitable for growing a variety of plants, there are 

waterfalls and scenic points overlooking the forest ThapLan National Park to restore its integrity. 

Phaya Fai in the past, the property also has a selection of fruits, such as grapes, lychees, longans 

and Sentul many temperate fruits. A flower garden - a beautiful ornamental. Growing 

vegetables Mushroom and onion, which is the center of attraction for tourists visiting the area as 

well, making it ideal for travelers who want to stay to experience nature together. To learn with. 

 Projects that have been prepared for it. I Dream Journey makes the company has led 

tours of Wang Nam Kheo to increase sales for the company. And give information on new tourist 

routes in the area. Wang Nam Kheo Nakhon Ratchasima To guide the preparation of the tourist 

route in the future. 
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